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Once this statement was made, the whole crowd was in an uproar again. 

When Chen Wuyuan said this just now, the crowd felt shocked and there were many people who 

doubted that Chen Wuyuan was not falsely accusing Zhao Tianyuan. 

However, when this man said it again, then the suspicion in the hearts of the crowd went a lot. 

After all, both were people who had been missing for more than ten years, it was impossible for them to 

lie at the same time. 

There was no way they could have spent more than ten years doing this! 

The Zhou family all looked at Zhao Tianyuan in unison, and the Zhou family head even had a cold face as 

he said in a deep voice, “Zhao Tianyuan, this matter, how do you explain it!?” 

The Zhou family head had a really good relationship with his elder brother, and he would not doubt 

whether his elder brother was lying at all, so he directly asked Zhao Tianyuan to give him an explanation. 

To put it bluntly, he just absolutely believed what his big brother said! 

The Zhao family members were a bit flustered. If one person said that, they could still rebuke the other 

person for lying. 

However, when two people said that, it would be difficult to refute. 

The man from the Zhao family before strained his neck and said, “Explain what?” 

“Surnamed Zhou, you joined forces with Chen Wuyuan to make up such lies and want to frame our 

family head?” 

“I tell you, this shame, I will wash it away with your blood!” 

The Zhou family head was furious, the Zhao family’s people, they were dead set on denying it! 

Just then, a thick voice once again came from the back of the crowd, “You are right, a blood debt, must 

be paid with blood!” 

“Zhao Tianyuan, I have been imprisoned by you for thirteen years, how will you repay this debt!” 

At this point, the crowd was no longer shocked, they just vacated their seats at the first opportunity to 

allow the person behind them to come over. 

It was a withered, thin old man. 

Seeing this old man, the Zheng Family crowd was all shocked. 

This was because, this old man, was the personal brother of the Zheng family’s old master, and was also 

the right hand of the Zheng family head back then. 

When this old man was around, the Zheng Family was of extremely high status. 



And with his disappearance, the Zheng Family had fallen a lot, from being one of the top five families in 

Su Province, all the way down to the eighth and ninth, almost on the verge of being expelled from the 

top ten families. 

Seeing this old man, the Zheng family head was the first to jump out and said in a trembling voice, 

“Second Uncle, Second Uncle! Is it really you?” 

The old man slowly nodded, “Lin’er, it’s been a long time! 

Lin’er is none other than the Zheng Family Head’s nickname. 

The sound of Lin’er caused tears to gush directly from the Zheng Family Head’s eyes. 

When he was small, the Zheng Family was in crisis. 

At that time, it was his second uncle, who took him all the way to escape so that he could survive. 

At that time, he sat on his second uncle’s neck all day, and whatever food he found, his second uncle 

was the first to give it to him. 

Even if he was hungry himself, he would make sure he was fed! 

In his life, he never married or had children, and treated him as his own son, pouring all his heart and 

soul into him. 

If it wasn’t for Second Uncle’s help, he wouldn’t have been able to sit firmly in the position of family 

head. 

However, when the Zheng family had barely managed to stabilise, Second Uncle disappeared so 

strangely that the Zheng family head did not even have the chance to do his filial duty. 

This situation had always been regarded by him as the greatest regret in his life. 

But who would have thought that today, he would see this second uncle, who was like a father, again! 

He hurriedly ran over and knelt down in front of the old man, crying bitterly, “Second Uncle, Lin’er is 

unfilial and has not been able to find you all these years.” 

“Second uncle, I …… I am sorry, I thought you were no longer alive …… I had given up looking …… ” 

“Second uncle, you hit me, you hit me, I’m sorry ……” 

The Zheng family head, among the ten families, was also a hard man. 

And now, but crying like a child, let people sigh. 

The old man helped the Zheng family head up and said softly, “Lin’er, how many times have I told you.” 

“A man’s tears are not lightly cried!” 

“You are the family head, you have to behave like a family head, you can’t make people laugh, 

understand?” 
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A single word brought tears to the eyes of the Zheng family head once again. 

When he was young, his father was extremely strict and would beat and scold him at the slightest 

disobedience. 

At that time, he often ran to his second uncle and cried. 

And this was how his second uncle had always taught him. 

Now, listening to these familiar words, it was as if he had gone back to the time. 

He hugged the old man and said in a trembling voice, “Second Uncle, I’ll call my father right now.” 

“He has been thinking of you all these years.” 

“If he knew you were back, he …… he would be so happy!” 

The old man smiled and nodded, “OK, I didn’t expect to see you guys alive either.” 

“All these years, I thought I would die in Zhao Tianyuan’s dungeon!” 

The Zheng family head’s face changed, “Second uncle, you …… were also locked up in Zhao Tianyuan’s 

dungeon?” 

The old man nodded his head, “That’s not true!” 

“Me and Chen Wuyuan, we both still live next door to each other!” 

Hearing these words, the Zheng family head’s face instantly turned iron blue. 

He helped the old man up and sat him in his wheelchair. 

After that, the Zheng family head jumped up and roared, “Zhao Tianyuan, how dare you!” 

“How dare you imprison my second uncle, this revenge, I will not share it with you!” 

“All Zheng family members, listen to the order, today, even if my Zheng family dies to the last man or 

woman, we will fight the Zhao family to the end!” 

All the Zheng family members rose to their feet and shouted, “Fight to the death! Fight to the end!” 

The Zheng Clan was furious, staring straight at the Zhao Clan’s men. 

Looking at the situation, as soon as the Zheng family head gave the order, the crowd would fight to the 

death. 

The Zhao family was in a state of confusion. 

If it was any other time, they would not have put the Zheng Family in their eyes, after all, the Zheng 

Family was far less powerful than the Zhao Family. 

However, on an occasion like this now, that would be a different story. 

Besides, the Zheng Family was, after all, one of the Ten Great Families. 



If they were to fight to the death, the Zheng Family would definitely be no match for the Zhao Family, 

but the Zhao Family would also have to pay a terrible price! 

Just at this tense moment, a voice came from behind once again, “Zheng Family Master, don’t be in a 

hurry!” 

“I’m afraid you still have to wait in line to settle the score with the Zhao family!” 

This time, the crowd even gave way directly. 

The man who came out this time was a man in his forties, and he limped over with a cane. 

Seeing this man, the Fang family head, who had been sitting without speaking, jumped up violently. 

“Zhong’er, you …… are Zhong’er!?” 

The Fang family members also all changed their faces sharply, and several old men gathered around, “Is 

it really Zhong’er!?” 

The man let out a bitter smile and suddenly threw away his walking stick, fell to his knees with a poof 

and said in a trembling voice, “Fang Zhenzhong, I pay my respects to all the lord fathers and elders!” 

Hearing these words, the Fang family head’s tears came straight out of his eyes, and all the Fang family 

members also covered their faces and wept. 

This man was the eldest son of the Fang family head, and was also the most outstanding person of the 

Fang family in this generation. 

He was originally the heir to the Fang family head, and the Fang family head had devoted his heart and 

soul to him, cultivating him with all his might. 

Moreover, Fang Zhenzhong was a kind person, respectful to his elders, humble to his peers and kind to 

his juniors, and was recognised by everyone in the Fang family as the heir to the family head. 

However, it happened that just ten years ago, he disappeared strangely. 

Within six months, the Fang family head’s hair turned completely white. 

Originally, he had planned to let Fang Zhenzhong succeed him in another two years. 

As a result, the heir he had wholeheartedly groomed was gone and he had to continue to preside over 

the Fang family for ten years. 

During these ten years, he had been thinking of this son all the time. 

However, after ten years with no news at all, he was desperate and decided that this son had met an 

untimely end. 

Who would have thought that today, his son would be standing in front of him alive again? 

The Fang family head hugged his son and cried out in silent pain. 

All the people in the Fang family, all of them, wept. 
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It took a while before the Fang family head stopped sobbing. 

He hugged his son to death and turned his head to look at Zhao Tianyuan, “Zhong’er, did Zhao Tianyuan 

shut you down!?” 

All the people at the scene also looked towards Zhao Tianyuan. 

There were several missing people one after another, all related to Zhao Tianyuan, so this Fang 

Zhenzhong, he must be related to him as well. 

Fang Zhenzhong nodded his head and admitted it. 

The Fang family head slapped his palm on the table next to him, hardening the table and splitting it in 

pieces. 

“Zhao Tianyuan, there is you without me!” 

The Fang family head let out a roar, and all the people in the Fang family looked at the Zhao family in 

unison. 

The Zhao family was even more confused, no one had expected this outcome ah. 

It would have been fine if there was only one or two people, but with so many people appearing, how 

could they deny it any longer? 

And in fact, it wasn’t over yet. 

Then, two more people appeared. 

These two, too, were both people who had been imprisoned by Zhao Tianyuan. 

However, the situation of these two people was a bit awkward. 

They had previously been the family head of their own family, and now, the family head had changed. 

Their status and prestige in the family was not as high, and their influence was not as great, so they 

could not do what Chen Wuyuan did and call out to everyone. 

But luckily, now that everyone was targeting the Zhao family, they, the two family heads, also took the 

opportunity to give orders and yell for revenge for their own people. 

In a flash, six of the ten largest families in Su Province stood against Zhao Tianyuan. 

The remaining four families were the Zhao family, the Qian family, the Hong family and the Xue family. 

The Zhao family Qian family was left out, and the Hong family was sidelined by the Zhao family and 

didn’t come with a few people at all, so they naturally didn’t get involved in these matters. 

That Xue family, on the other hand, was in a very awkward position. 

They didn’t have anyone taken away by the Zhao family, but they didn’t get the benefit of the Zhao 

family either. 



They wanted to oppose the Zhao family, but they were afraid of the Zhao family’s strength, so they 

didn’t know what to do for a while. 

Chen Wuyuan said aloud, “Zhao Tianyuan, now that there are so many witnesses, what else do you have 

to say?” 

The crowd looked at Zhao Tianyuan in unison. 

At this moment, Zhao Tianyuan’s expression calmed down instead. 

He sat down on his chair and said indifferently, “If you want to add to your crime, you can’t say 

anything.” 

“Lin Mo, you’re really something.” 

“Finding out so many people who have been missing for years, just to deal with me?” 

“Heh, since you have all decided that I, Zhao Tianyuan, did it, then I have nothing to say.” 

“However, my Zhao family, although we don’t cause trouble, we are never afraid of trouble either.” 

“If you guys really want to go against my Zhao family, then my Zhao family, naturally, will accompany 

you!” 

“My Zhao Family, will never back down!” 

With these words, all the people of the Zhao Family followed suit and their blood boiled. 

They all stood up and shouted, “Never back down! Never back down!” 

The people of the six clans stood together, and the people of the Zhao Clan stood together as well, and 

the two sides directly confronted each other. 

Seeing such a situation, the Qian Family Master immediately said, “I absolutely believe in the Zhao 

Family Master!” 

“All of the Qian Family listen to the order, help the Zhao Family with all your might!” 

The Qian family members stood out one after another and stood with the Zhao family members. 

The reason why the Qian Family Master did so, that was because he had no other choice. 

Zhao Tianyuan had stolen huge profits from Wanchun Hall, and the Qian Family had also shared a piece 

of the pie. 

If the Zhao family collapsed, the other families would definitely hold the Qian family responsible and it 

would still be difficult for them to escape. 

Therefore, they could only support the Zhao family now. 

Only if Zhao Tianyuan did not collapse could the Qian family hold on! 

Just at this moment, on the side of Guang Province, the Peng family head also suddenly shouted out, 

“Zhao family head, our Peng family definitely supports you!” 



“Everyone in the Peng Family, listen to the order to fully a*sist the Zhao Family!” 

As the Peng Family Head spoke, several other family heads in Guang Province also spoke up to support 

Zhao Tianyuan. 

They had no choice, it was already this time, once Zhao Tianyuan collapsed, they would have to be 

finished as well, they could only go ahead with their heads! 
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Seeing such a situation, the Xue Family, who had previously been wavering, immediately all stood out as 

well. 

The Xue family head exclaimed, “Family Head Zhao, you don’t have to worry, my Xue family fully 

supports you!” 

“Hmph, you six ungrateful clans, have you forgotten how much Family Head Zhao has done for you over 

the years and how many benefits he has given you?” 

“At this time, to be compelled by an outsider to turn your heads against Family Head Zhao, do you have 

any conscience left!” 

The Xue family head said this in a righteous manner, but in fact, everyone knew that this guy was 

actually a wallflower who fell on both sides. 

Whichever side was stronger, he went straight to that side, and there was no reasoning or justice at all. 

Zhao Tianyuan was still sitting on the stage, quietly watching Lin Mo, with even a hint of teasing at the 

corner of his mouth. 

Although the appearance of Chen Wuyuan and the others had caught him a little off guard. 

But in truth, he wasn’t too panicked in his heart. 

After all, under his leadership, the Zhao family had increased in strength by an extreme amount over the 

years, and held an absolute overwhelming advantage among the top ten families in Su Province. 

As long as the Zhao family supported him, then he would still not fall. 

Moreover, over the years, he had also supported many forces, such as this Qian family, which was one 

of his lackeys. 

The reason he had divided the profits of Wanchun Hall between the Qian and Chen families in the first 

place was to bind these two families firmly to himself. 

Now, at this time, the Chen family’s previous family head had died, so he could not pursue the matter of 

the Wanchun Hall’s profits. 

However, the Qian family was different. 

The current head of the Qian family had taken a lot of the profits from Wanchun Hall, and at this time, 

he could only support the Zhao family with a stiff upper lip. 



And the Qian family was also one of the top three large families in Su Province, extremely strong. 

The Qian family and the Zhao family together, this strength, in fact, is not much different from the 

strength of these six families. 

Together with a Xue family, and the support of several families on this side of Guang Province, Zhao 

Tianyuan would still be invincible. 

“Lin Mo, with these few people alone, you want to bring me down?” 

“Heh, you are too whimsical!” 

Zhao Tianyuan said in a cold voice. 

Those six clansmen, on the other hand, were a little panicked, if they really fought hard, they were 

definitely no match. 

However, Lin Mo’s face always had a smile on it. 

He looked at the Zhao family members and said softly, “Zhao Tianyuan, you are able to deny the words 

of these six people.” 

“However, there is one person’s words that I am afraid you will not be able to deny!” 

Zhao Tianyuan frowned, “What can’t be denied?” 

“How can I deny or not deny what I haven’t done?” 

“Lin, no matter who you get as a witness, don’t try to plant evidence on my head!” 

At this moment, a man from the Zhao family even shouted angrily, “Surnamed Lin, how dare you slander 

our family head like this.” 

“All of us in the Zhao family will not rest until we die with you!” 

The rest of the Zhao family also shouted angrily. 

Just then, a cold voice suddenly came from the crowd, “Zhao Zhongze, I haven’t seen you for more than 

ten years, but you’re still like this, what’s the difference between you and a dog?” 

Hearing this voice, the entire crowd was stunned. 

It was already this time, who else was going to come out? 

On the other hand, Zhao Tianyuan’s face changed and he couldn’t help but shiver all over. 

The Zhao family crowd was also stunned, and someone whispered, “How is this …… voice so familiar?” 

“You feel familiar too? I feel so familiar too, it seems like I’ve heard it before somewhere?” 

“I feel the same way, but I can’t remember where I’ve heard it before for a while ……” 

At this moment, the one who spoke before, Zhao Zhongze, was full of anger and shouted, “Who the hell 

is hiding in the crowd and talking nonsense?” 



“If you have the guts to stand out and let me see, I’ll count myself incapable if I don’t knock your mouth 

full of teeth!” 
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“Knock out my mouth full of teeth?” 

“Heh, I was afraid you wouldn’t have the ability to do that!” 

With an angry shout, the crowd dispersed and a tall man walked over in an aggressive manner. 

Seeing this man, the Zhao family’s crowd first froze, before exclaiming in shock. 

“Zhao …… Zhao Tianying!?” 

“Tianying! It’s really Tianying?” 

“Oh my god, this is second brother, it’s really second brother ……” 

“Tianying, you …… are still alive?” 

The crowd at the scene was in an uproar, and even the people from the other families in Su Province 

were now shocked beyond belief. 

Zhao Tianying of the Zhao family, a decade or so ago, that was also a figure of great renown. 

The true heir of the Zhao family had once pressed Zhao Tianyuan to lift his head. 

Although he had disappeared for more than ten years, people from the top ten families in Suzhou 

Province would often talk about Zhao Tianying when they sat together and gossiped. 

Even people from the Zhao family often discussed in private how far the Zhao family would have 

developed now, if Zhao Tianying was still around. 

Zhao Tianying, whether in terms of personal strength or leadership ability, was far superior to Zhao 

Tianyuan. 

In the hearts of the people, if Zhao Tianying was still alive, the Zhao family would only be better than it is 

now! 

Therefore, people were more likely to lament Zhao Tianying’s untimely death! 

However, who would have thought that this genius, who had already been presumed dead, would 

appear alive! 

Zhao Tianyuan’s face, on the other hand, turned pale as he never dreamed that his younger brother 

would still recover. 

He had to know that Zhao Tianying had been driven mad by his hard work. 

For all these years, he had kept Zhao Tianying alive and had not directly abolished him because he had 

gone completely insane. 

Keeping Zhao Tianying was like leaving a powerful organ in that dungeon! 



Even if Zhao Tianying accidentally escaped and he was a madman, he would not be able to expose Zhao 

Tianyuan’s affairs. 

But now, Zhao Tianying had actually recovered, what the hell was going on here? 

Zhao Tianyuan finally panicked. 

Chen Wuyuan and the others, could not threaten him. 

However, this Zhao Tianying, was his nemesis! 

At this moment, Zhao Tianying had already walked onto the stage. 

His gaze fell straight on the one who had just spoken, Zhao Zhongze: “Zhao Zhongze, are you going to 

knock out my mouth full of teeth?” 

“Come on, I’m standing right here, you can do it!” 

When Zhao Zhongze saw Zhao Tianying, he was only scared to the point of almost P*ssing himself. 

He was sort of the cousin of Zhao Tianyuan Zhao Tianying, he hadn’t had much ability since he was 

young and only kissed a*s. 

Over the years, he had always relied on kissing Zhao Tianyuan’s a*s to get to where he was today. 

Just now, when he spoke in front of the crowd, he was trying to show Zhao Tianyuan that he himself was 

not capable of anything. 

When he saw Zhao Tianying, he was really like a mouse seeing a cat, and he wilted in fear right then and 

there. 

“So it’s second brother, ah, oops, I …… I didn’t know it was you ah ……” 

“Forgive me for offending you, Second Brother, I …… really didn’t know it was you ……” 

“If I had known it was you, I …… wouldn’t have dared to talk to you like that ……” 

Zhao Zhongze said with a nod and a bow, his face ugly to the extreme. 

Zhao Tianying said in a cold voice, “Don’t know?” 

“Scolded me and a word of ignorance makes it okay?” 

“Zhao Zhongze, you’re a bit unruly afterwards!” 

Zhao Zhongze’s face was embarra*sed to the extreme, and he looked at Zhao Tianyuan for help. 

And at this moment, Zhao Tianyuan himself was full of panic, so how could he care about him. 

With an embarra*sed face, Zhao Zhongze looked towards the few elders within the family for help. 

However, these elders also turned their heads to the side, and none of them paid any attention to him 

at all. 



This Zhao Zhongze was usually a lapdog who only kissed Zhao Tianyuan’s a*s and bullied others, not 

taking the family elders into account. 

Not many people in the Zhao family had a good opinion of him. 

Now that they were happy to see him suffer a defeat, who would speak up for him? 
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Seeing that no one was helping him, Zhao Zhongze’s face was even more ugly. 

“Zhao Zhongze, have you forgotten the rules of the family?” 

“What? Do you want me to teach you?” 

Zhao Tianying shouted coldly. 

Zhao Zhongze finally couldn’t bear the pressure and fell to his knees with a poof as he said in a trembling 

voice, “Second brother, I …… know I’m wrong ……” 

Kneeling down in full view of everyone, Zhao Zhongze’s face was considered completely finished. 

However, he had no choice. 

He knew Zhao Tianying’s character, if he didn’t kneel down, Zhao Tianying would really dare to beat him 

to death here! 

Zhao Tianying glanced at Zhao Zhongze indifferently, and a flash of murderous energy pa*sed through 

his eyes. 

The reason why he targeted Zhao Zhongze so much was because, back then, after Zhao Tianyuan had 

risen to the top, it was Zhao Zhongze who helped Zhao Tianyuan to suppress Zhao Tianying’s side. 

Within the family, several of Zhao Tianying’s cronies had all been expelled by Zhao Zhongze by various 

despicable means. 

Therefore, as soon as Zhao Tianying came up, he first gave Zhao Zhongze a downward spiral. 

He walked up to Zhao Zhongze and kicked him directly in the face, “Get off!” 

“Disgraceful thing!” 

“You don’t deserve to be called Zhao at all!” 

Zhao Zhongze rolled and crawled down from the stage, not daring to say a word. 

Zhao Tianying’s kick was so hard that Zhao Zhongze realized after he came down that he had broken a 

few teeth. 

But he didn’t dare to say a word, he was only thinking about one thing: whether he would be able to 

save his life this time! 

With Zhao Tianying back, it was hard to say whether Zhao Tianyuan would still be able to keep this 

position of family head. 



Once Zhao Tianyuan stepped down, then as Zhao Tianyuan’s lapdog, I was afraid that all the bad and evil 

deeds he had done over the years would have to be liquidated together. 

At that time, without the help of outsiders, the people of the Zhao family alone would have to drive him 

to extinction! 

Zhao Zhongze was now extremely remorseful. If he had known this was the case, he should not have 

helped Zhao Tianyuan to do so many bad deeds in the first place. 

However, it was too late to regret now! 

Zhao Tianying stood on the stage and looked at Zhao Tianyuan with cold eyes, “Big brother, what’s 

wrong with you?” 

“Not even saying a word when you see your own brother?” 

Zhao Tianyuan’s face was ironic, and he never said a word. 

At this moment, one of the elders of the Zhao family stood out and said in surprise, “Tianying, it’s great 

that you’re back!” 

“Just in time, now these people, surprisingly, have joined together to try to deal with our Zhao Family.” 

“You’re a member of the Zhao Family, let’s settle the matter with these clans first.” 

Everyone else also looked at Zhao Tianying hopefully. 

If Zhao Tianying was around, the Zhao Family’s strength would be boosted by a lot! 

Zhao Tianying tilted his head and smiled, “Fifth Uncle, you’re mistaken.” 

“I came back this time to find Zhao Tianyuan as well!” 

“Big brother, how do you want to settle the matter between us?” 

“How about, while everyone is here, we both simply finish it?” 

“How about a duel of life and death right here?” 

Hearing this, everyone in the Zhao family was stunned, what did this mean? 

The fifth uncle from before frowned and said, “Tian Ying, what are you doing?” 

“I know that your big brother has become the head of the family and you are not happy in your heart.” 

“But, you’ve been missing for more than ten years, the Zhao family can’t be without a family head, 

right?” 

“You’ve always been a member of the Zhao family, your big brother is now the family head, you have to 

give him enough respect!” 

Zhao Tianying directly slapped the table and broke into a curse, “Respect?” 

“Heh, fifth uncle, you really open your mouth!” 



“Do you know where the hell I’ve been for the past ten years? Do you know exactly how I’ve spent these 

ten years?” 

“You don’t know anything, so who are you to tell me to respect him?” 

Uncle Five froze for a moment and then said angrily, “Tianying, how do you talk to your elders?” 

“No matter what, I’m your fifth uncle and Tianyuan is your big brother.” 

“Do you …… you still know the rules anymore?” 
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The rest of the Zhao family also frowned at Zhao Tianying, the words of Fifth Uncle resonated with 

them. 

Zhao Tianying let out a wild laugh, “Rules?” 

“Heh, when he, Zhao Tianyuan, locked me up in the dungeon for over ten years, insulted and killed my 

most beloved woman, and drove him insane with his hard work, did he ever talk about rules?” 

“When I was the heir to the family head, he set a trap to take me away and imprisoned me in the 

dungeon for more than ten years, did he ever respect me?” 

At these words, the whole room was in an uproar. 

The Zhao family crowd was also in chaos, everyone was shocked by Zhao Tianying’s words. 

Uncle Five also stared in shock, exclaiming, “Tianying, what did you …… you say?” 

“Don’t you talk nonsense!” 

“Tianyuan is your big brother, how could he do such a thing?” 

“Have you been compelled by others to say such things?” 

“Don’t let the villain deceive you ah ……” 

Zhao Tianying waved his hand indignantly, “Fifth Uncle, are you really stupid, or are you just old and 

confused?” 

“I experienced it myself, is this something that anyone can deceive?” 

At this moment, Chen Wuyuan also said directly, “All these years, Xian nephew Tianying was locked up 

with us.” 

“The six of us are aware of this matter!” 

The other five people also spoke up, testifying for Zhao Tianying. 

Hearing the words of the crowd, the Zhao family was even more confused. 

Several elders looked at Zhao Tianyuan, and the eldest elder frowned, “Tianyuan, what they said, is it 

true?” 



Zhao Tianyuan took a deep breath and said in a cold voice, “Eldest uncle, I don’t know exactly how they 

compelled Tianying!” 

“But, the things they said, I have never heard of them at all.” 

Zhao Tianying was furious, “Zhao Tianyuan, it’s already this time, are you still trying to weasel out of it?” 

“Everyone has falsely accused you, could it be that even I have falsely accused you?” 

Zhao Tianyuan said in a cold voice, “Tianying, I know that you don’t feel good in your heart when I 

become the head of the family.” 

“If you want the position of family head, I can always give it back to you, after all, it was something that 

originally belonged to you!” 

“But, no matter what, I hope you can put the greater good first.” 

“Today is a critical moment in the life and death of the Zhao family, you should stand here and fight 

alongside the Zhao family instead of helping others to deal with the Zhao family!” 

These words were spoken in a rather moving manner, and many people from the Zhao Family nodded 

their heads. 

The Grand Elder nodded and looked towards Zhao Tianying, “Tianying, let’s take our time to settle the 

matter of your brothers when we return!” 

“Your elder brother is right, no matter what, you have to put the greater good first!” 

Everyone else nodded their heads, and several other elders also spoke up to persuade Zhao Tianying. 

Zhao Tianying was furious, and he suddenly realised that Zhao Tianyuan had developed enough 

influence over the years that he had been in control of the Zhao Family. 

Now his influence over the Zhao family was far less than Zhao Tianyuan’s! 

Chen Wuyuan and the others, on the other hand, frowned. 

They had originally thought that Zhao Tianying’s appearance would be able to turn the situation of the 

Zhao family around. 

No one had expected that things would turn out to be like this, that these people from the Zhao Family 

would, in fact, still support Zhao Tianyuan. 

At this moment, the crowd was somewhat at a loss for words. 

Did they really have to fight hard against the Zhao family like this? 

Just when this situation was incredibly awkward, Lin Mo suddenly spoke up, “Zhao Tianyuan, you said 

that you didn’t know what they were talking about at all.” 

“Then can you explain to me, these things, what exactly is going on?” 

The crowd turned their heads to look, and Lin Mo lifted his phone up, showing a video on it. 



The phone screen was not large, and Lin Mo projected the video onto the large screen. 

Once they looked at that screen, the Zhao family crowd was in a state of confusion. 

“Isn’t this …… our Zhao family compound?” 

“What’s going on here?” 

The Zhao family crowd exclaimed in shock. 

In the video, it was the Zhao family compound that was shown. 

And now, this Zhao family compound was in chaos. 

Those people left behind by the Zhao family were all pinned to the ground, unable to move. 
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When Zhao Tianyuan saw such a situation, his face suddenly changed and he shouted angrily, 

“Surnamed Lin, how dare you sneak up on our family?” 

“This revenge will never be shared!” 

“Today, our Zhao family will fight you to the death, even if we fight to the last!” 

The rest of the Zhao family also looked at Lin Mo in anger, their eyes all red. 

Lin Mo sneered, “Zhao Tianyuan, you don’t need to be so excited.” 

“Although our men have entered the Zhao family compound, I can guarantee that there are no 

casualties in the Zhao family right now!” 

“We just wanted to go in and prove one thing to everyone, and we didn’t mean to hurt anyone.” 

Zhao Tianyuan said angrily, “That is my Zhao family’s place, how can outsiders enter it at will?” 

“Surnamed Lin, you’re simply insulting our Zhao family.” 

“How can we not take revenge for this?” 

The Zhao family members also responded, and that Zhao Zhongze just now even jumped up and down 

and roared, “This revenge will not go unpunished!” 

“Kill Lin Mo and clear the shame of my Zhao family!” 

With Zhao Zhongze’s roar, the rest of the Zhao family even raged towards Lin Mo, and a melee was 

about to break out. 

Faced with such a situation, Lin Mo didn’t panic in the slightest, instead, he smiled coldly, “A bunch of 

trash, giving shame to the face, are you?” 

“You want to fight me to the end, right?” 

“Fine, then I’ll give you guys that chance today!” 



“Tiger, have someone seal off the Times Hotel for me!” 

“Today, it’s either they die or we die!” 

The Zhao family members were disdainful, and Zhao Zhongze yelled, “Surnamed Lin, who the hell are 

you scaring?” 

“You don’t even look at how many of our Zhao family members are here!” 

“If we really want to fight, just these pieces of trash around you can be our opponents?” 

The rest of the Zhao family were also full of disdain, the Zhao family was simply too strong, and they had 

never put Lin Mo’s side in their sights. 

Lin Mo sneered, “Your strength is not weak, but what about the strength of those left in the Zhao family 

compound?” 

“On our side, it’s not certain who will win or lose.” 

“But I can guarantee that as long as you guys dare to make a move, within ten minutes, I’ll have every 

single one of you left in the Zhao family compound dead!” 

At these words, the faces of the Zhao family all changed. 

Although the main members of the Zhao family had all come, there were still many Zhao family 

members over at the Zhao family compound, and they were all their closest relatives. 

If those people died, what was the point of them living, even if they did? 

Those people who had been clamouring to fight Lin Mo to the death were now all honest, and all looked 

towards Zhao Tianyuan for help. 

Zhao Tianyuan’s face turned blue as he said angrily, “Lin, are you still a human being?” 

“What’s left of our Zhao family now are some old men, children and women who have no hands.” 

“How dare you lay a vicious hand on them? Do you …… have any shame left in you?” 

Lin Mo snorted, “Zhao Tianyuan, you still have the face to say such things, huh?” 

“Have you forgotten how you captured my sister and my father-in-law and mother-in-law and forced my 

wife to do so?” 

Zhao Tianyuan was speechless, and the Zhao family members also looked embarra*sed. 

After all, they were the ones who did the wrong thing in the first place, so they couldn’t blame Lin Mo at 

all. 

Lin Mo glanced at the Zhao family, “What’s wrong, no more jumping around?” 

“Humph, a bunch of rubbish, shameless things!” 

“I’ll talk to you guys properly, do you really think I’m afraid of you?” 

The Zhao family’s faces were blue, and one elder said angrily, “Lin Mo, what exactly do you want to do?” 



Lin Mo said in a cold voice, “Did I not make myself clear enough just now?” 

“I just want to prove one thing to you all.” 

The elder said sharply, “Then prove it.” 

“What do you …… mean when you send people to sneak up on our Zhao family compound?” 
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Lin Mo said in a deep voice, “Old thing, shut up!” 

“I just let you guys watch this video to prove it to you.” 

“You bunch of rubbish, you don’t even continue to watch it, you’re going to fight me straight away, is it 

still my fault?” 

The Zhao family members were instantly embarra*sed, and the elder from before said in a deep voice, 

“Fine, we’ll watch the video, you continue!” 

Lin Mo waved his hand and the video continued to play. 

On the screen, it was still showing the Zhao family compound. 

However, at this moment, the camera was advancing and had filmed all the way to the outside of Zhao 

Tianyuan’s solitary courtyard. 

A group of people entered Zhao Tianyuan’s solitary courtyard and arrived near that rockery. 

Seeing such a situation, Zhao Tianyuan’s face instantly turned pale. 

He knew that the next thing to do was to expose this dungeon. 

In other words, what he had done could no longer be denied ah. 

The scene gradually advanced as a man walked out and opened the entrance to the dungeon. 

All the organs of this dungeon had been destroyed by Lin Mo, so there was no danger of going in now. 

When the people of the Zhao family saw that a hole had actually appeared in the middle of that false 

mountain, they all began to whisper. 

And as the images entered this dungeon, the crowd’s murmurs became even more intense. 

Even the people of the Zhao family did not know that there was such a basement beneath Zhao 

Tianyuan’s solitary courtyard. 

Looking at everything in this basement, the faces of all the people in the Zhao family also became 

extremely ugly. 

Didn’t all this prove everything? 

Soon, the scene advanced all the way to the dungeon inside. 



Seeing the scene inside the dungeon, Chen Wuyuan was the first to jump up in excitement, shouting, 

“This is the place! This is it!” 

“This is where I’ve been imprisoned for the past ten years or so!” 

“Behind those bars, they were all his dungeons.” 

“He only brings us something to eat and drink every other week, he’s totally treating us like cattle!” 

Several others shouted indignantly as well, and they all said the same thing. 

And each of these six clansmen, seeing what was going on inside the dungeon, were also furious. 

One must know that Chen Wuyuan and the other six people were extremely important people among 

these six families. 

Being imprisoned in such a place was a disgrace to these six families, so how could they not be angry? 

As for those from the Chen family, they were all bowing their heads, unable to even speak out. 

Before, when they hadn’t seen the dungeon, they were still able to retort for Zhao Tianyuan. 

Now, seeing with their own eyes that there was such a place underneath Zhao Tianyuan’s solitary 

courtyard, what else could they refute? 

After all, this kind of dungeon, that wasn’t something that could be built overnight! 

Zhao Tianying looked towards those few elders and said indignantly, “Several uncles, now, do you still 

think that I am falsely accusing Zhao Tianyuan?” 

These few elders looked at each other, unable to utter a single word. 

Zhao Tianying turned to Zhao Tianyuan and said in a cold voice, “Big brother, now you ……” 

He had just said these few words when his voice suddenly stopped and his face changed violently. 

He leapt to Zhao Tianyuan’s side with an arrow step and grabbed Zhao Tianyuan, who had his back 

turned to him. 

Who knew that, in this instant, Zhao Tianyuan would directly flop to the ground. 

He hurriedly picked Zhao Tianyuan up, only to find that this Zhao Tianyuan had changed his appearance 

and was not Zhao Tianyuan at all, but a man who was standing here before. 

Seeing this, Zhao Tianying’s face suddenly changed and he said in a deep voice, “Where did the man 

go?” 

The crowd at the scene was also stunned, no one had expected that Zhao Tianyuan would be able to 

drop his bag and flee in full view of everyone. 

Even Lin Mo, who was standing at the back, had a change of expression. 

Zhao Tianyuan’s technique was one that no one else recognised, but he did. 

This was an East Island ninjutsu, similar to a blindfold technique, and was most suitable for escaping. 



The ninjas of the Eastern Islands were all extremely proficient in this secret technique. 

It was just that he didn’t expect that this Zhao Tianyuan would also know the East Island secret 

technique? 
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Lin Mo didn’t dare to delay and immediately said, “Tiger, have someone seal off the entire Times Hotel, 

not a single fly is allowed to fly out!” 

“Also, get some dogs up here!” 

Tiger immediately agreed, “Yes!” 

Tiger hurriedly took his men out to do something. 

Lin Mo, on the other hand, jumped straight onto the stage as he picked up those few pieces of clothes 

on the ground. 

These were Zhao Tianyuan’s clothes. 

In a very short time, Zhao Tianyuan had changed his clothes onto the one next to him, and had also 

sealed that person’s acupuncture points and pressed them into the position he was sitting in before. 

In this way, the crowd mistakenly thought that Zhao Tianyuan was still here. 

But in fact, Zhao Tianyuan had already slipped away while the crowd was watching that video. 

Lin Mo tore that dress into several pieces, and at that moment, the tiger also pulled a few dogs up. 

Lin Mo threw those pieces of clothes in front of a few dogs and let them sniff them, then told them to go 

down and give chase. 

At this moment, the scene was a chaos, and everyone was confused by such a situation. 

Zhao Tianying ran to Lin Mo’s side and said in a deep voice, “Divine Doctor Lin, what’s going on?” 

“How did he get away with this?” 

Lin Mo: “This is the Eastern Island Ninjutsu’s Substitute Transport.” 

“This belongs to the untransmitted secret art of the Eastern Islands, and only ninjas from the two 

schools of the Iga and Koga Ryu know it.” 

“This brother of yours, where on earth did you learn this secret art?” 

Zhao Tianying frowned, “The secret arts of the Eastern Islands?” 

“He couldn’t have captured the ninjas of the Eastern Islands and forced it out of them, could he?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, “It’s not very likely.” 

“The East Island ninjas, they are all highly trained.” 

“Even if they were to die, they would never spread these secret techniques out.” 



Zhao Tianying froze for a moment, “Then …… what does that mean?” 

Lin Mo took a deep breath and said in a deep voice, “I suspect that he is also an Eastern Island ninja!” 

The crowd at the scene was all surprised, and the Zhao Family’s Eldest Elder said sharply, “No way?” 

“He’s the head of our Zhao family, he’s incredibly honourable, why would he want to be some East 

Island ninja?” 

“Those ninjas, what qualifications can they have to compare with our Zhao family?” 

Lin Mo waved his hand, “This is just my guess, exactly how, I don’t know.” 

“Regardless of that, the most crucial thing now is to capture the people back first.” 

After speaking, he glanced at those few elders again and said in a deep voice, “Now, do you still think 

that I have framed Zhao Tianyuan?” 

The few elders looked at each other with faces that were embarra*sed to the extreme. 

The Eldest Elder took a deep breath and said with an arching hand, “Divine Doctor Lin, this time, it was 

our mistake, and I’m here to say sorry to you.” 

“Tianying, all these years, we were compelled by this scum, Zhao Tianyuan, and thought that he was 

really a decent man.” 

“I never thought that he would do such a human and godly thing behind the scenes.” 

“We …… our Zhao family, how can we have such scum?” 

“Our Elders’ Council has decided to remove Zhao Tianyuan from the position of family head from now 

on.” 

“Tianying, you yourself are the successor to the family head.” 

“We have decided to let you take charge of the Zhao Family and become its new head!” 

Several other elders nodded their heads and looked at Zhao Tianying in unison. 

Zhao Tianying sneered, “A few uncles, there is no need to speak so righteously.” 

“Making me the head of the family is not because I am worried that what Zhao Tianyuan has done will 

drag the Zhao family down with it.” 

“You old things, do you really think I’m a fool?” 

“To tell you all, the head of the family, I’ll be the head of the family for sure!” 

“However, the Elders’ Council, too, will have to be disbanded!” 

Several elders’ faces changed, and the eldest elder said urgently, “Tianying, you …… how can you talk to 

your elders like that?” 

Zhao Tianying said directly, “Stop leaning on the old here!” 



“Just now, when you guys were accusing me with your mouths, you didn’t consider my feelings either!” 

“Now, on what basis should I respect you?” 

 


